
Ref: AISV-37th WR-17th to 21st January 2022

Dear Parents,

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV from 17th
January, 2022 to 21st January,2022.

Pre Primary Section

PRAYER TIME

● A Gift to you!
● Sanskrit Shlok - Guru Brahma Guru Vishnu

NURSERY

CIRCLE
TIME/YOGA

Children practised shloka “Gurur Brahma Gurur Vishnu”
on a daily basis.

ENGLISH Little ones practised Letter J in their notebooks. They were
introduced to Letter T through visual learning.

MATHS Tiny tots practised Number 10 in their textbooks and
notebooks. They were introduced to the Pre Maths concept
Heavy and Light through visual learning. Kids enthusiastically
showed heavy and light objects available in their homes.

GK Kids revised the topics - Insects, Birds and Flowers.

RHYMES Little stars were introduced to a new rhyme “One, Two
Buckle My Shoe” through visual learning.

ART AND Young artists enjoyed colouring in the Moon and they made a



CRAFT Panda Crown as a part of Black and White Day.

LIFE SKILLS Kids explored their hands in making rotis.

LOWER KINDERGARTEN

CIRCLE
TIME/YOGA

Children practised shloka “Gurur Brahma Gurur Vishnu”
on a daily basis.

RHYMES Little munchkins enjoyed revising a few rhymes through
actions.

ENGLISH Kids revised all the sight words and a phonic rhyme.They
also read and wrote short i sound words in their notebooks.

MATHS Little masters revised number names 11 to 14 and numbers
till 39. They were introduced to number name 15 and
number 40 along with the concept of tens and ones. They
enjoyed the textual exercise on missing numbers. Little
champs were introduced with the concept- Above, middle,
below through objects & PPT.And also they were introduced to a
new Shape - Star.

GK Kids had fun learning about the wild and domestic animals
along with their sounds through PPT as well as through
textual exercises.

ART & CRAFT Little artists did colouring in the image of a bird and pasted
pencil shavings in the image of an owl.

HINDI Little stars revised vyanjan ‘क to प' orally along with their
pictures and varnamala geet. They revised vyanjan ' फ ' and
were introduced with vyanjan ‘ब, भ’ through PPT.



UPPER KINDERGARTEN

CIRCLE
TIME/YOGA

Children practised shloka “Gurur Brahma Gurur Vishnu”
on a daily basis.

ENGLISH Kids did different types of textbook exercises. They learned to
write cursive letters r and s. Children also revised four letter
sight words.

GK Children did textbook exercises on Means of Transport. They
were also introduced to the different parts of the plants.

MATHS Kids did textual exercises on “Subtraction”.
And wrote the Number names 1 to 30 in a notebook.

HINDI Little stars were introduced with “ दो अ�र वाले श�द and तीन अ�र
वाले श�द “ They practised writing words in their Hindi
Notebook. And revised kavita.

ART AND
CRAFT

Little stars enjoyed making “Paper plane” from their
Art and craft book.



EVENTS  & CELEBRATION

3RD PARENTS PHONIC WORKSHOP (UPPER
KINDERGARTEN):22-O1-2022

A workshop on Phonics was
conducted by our Foundational
Stage Head(PP to C2) Ms. Anila
Abby for our dear parents of
Upper Kindergarten tiny tots on
22nd January 2022.

The session began with the
recapitulation of the topics done
in the previous workshops. Later,
they were introduced to the basic
skills of understanding the topic
about Diphthongs.

The topic was explained through
the knowledge web - giving the
parents a ride through the
pictorial talk,word splash &
sentence formations. The same

would be carried on for the next week with a new topic, Blends.



Primary Section

ONLINE CLASSES & EXAMS:

Online classes and exams were
conducted for grades 1 to 5 through the
Zoom Cloud Meeting App and 6 to 10
through Google Meet. Students were
taught all the subjects i.e. English,
Hindi, Maths, Science, Social Science,
3rd Language (Gujarati/Sanskrit),
Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance,
Yoga, Art and Craft sessions were also
conducted for the students.

Grade 1

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students learned the Grammar Topics i.e., ‘Has, Have’
’Capital letter, Full Stop, Comma’ and ‘Opposites’.
Textual exercise was completed. Extra practice work was
assigned.

Maths A new topic ,‘Introduction to Multiplication’ was
explained to children showing groups of various objects by
repeated addition. Textual exercise on the number of groups
and objects was done in class.

Science Textual exercise, question answers and giving reasons from
the chapter 'Weather' was done in the class.

Hindi छा�� ने �वर अं और अं क� मा�ा को समझा और श�द एवं वा�य को समझा
और �लखा ।



Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Dance Students learnt to dance on the Mashup of the songs, “mera
joota hai japani” and “nana munna rahi”. They also
practised a new dance “India Wale” song

Art & Craft Students did some printing works using different objects like
coins , key, etc

Music Students learnt to play sa, re, ga,ma on piano.

Physical education Students performed some warm up exercises up to bottom .
They also practised  Mass Drill sitting exercises  1 to 3.

Grade 2

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students learned the Grammar Topics ‘Was, Were’ and
’Go, Goes, Do, Does’. Textual exercise was completed and
extra practice work was given.
Students were introduced with a new poem ‘A Child’s
Song’.

Maths A new topic from 'Money' was introduced to students. The
concept of barter system, combination of coins and rupees,
old and new currencies and currencies of different countries
were explained to them.

Science Textual exercise and question answers of the chapter 'Light
and Shadow' was done in the class.

Hindi छा�� ने "�ड�कवर� चनैल" कहानी के ��नो क� चचा� �कया एवं पा�य -प�ुतक
म� उसका अ�यास �कया। �याकरण म� "स�ताह के �दन" एवं "मह�नो के नाम"
को जाना।, समझा एवं लेखन �कया।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Dance Students learnt to play sa, re, ga,ma on piano.



Art & Craft Students made the National Flag using paper craft work and
stuck it in their drawing book.

Music Students learnt to play sa, re, ga,ma on piano.

Physical Education Students performed some warm up exercises up to bottom .
They also practised  Mass Drill sitting exercises  1 to 3.

Grade 3

English Students learned the Grammar Topics ‘Was, Were, ’Has,
Have, Had’ and ‘Interjection’. Textual exercise was
completed and extra practice work was given.

Science Children learnt the changes in the forms of matter and
related terms to it. Textual exercise and question answers
were discussed during the class and made them write it in
the notebook and learn thereafter. PSG circular was
explained during class wherein children registered and
participated in the online quiz and received certificates for
the same.

Maths A quiz was taken for revision of Geometry. Students were
introduced to Patterns. They showed patterns like curtain,
bedsheet and shirt patterns. They made patterns on
butterflies and coloured it.

Hindi छा�� ने "माँ मेर� र�ा करो" कहानी को समझा , ��नो क� चचा� �कया एवं
उसका लेखन �कया। संकटकाल का सामना , सरु�ा के उपाय , साहस ,
सहानभु�ूत जसेै जीवन म�ूय� को जाना , समझा एवं उसका अ�यास �कया।

Computer Students learned to save a presentation and to open an
existing presentation.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with
“Self”.

Art & craft Students made a Robot using paper craft work and stuck it
on their drawing book.

Music Students learnt to play sa, re, ga,ma on piano.



Dance Students learnt to dance to the mashup of ‘Patriotic
songs’

Physical Education Students Performed some warm up exercises and
dumbbell exercises.

Life Skill Students enhanced their knowledge in formal table
manners.

Grade 4

English Completed the chapter ‘ The tale of the sun and the
moon’ with the discussion of textbook exercise. Extra
practice work was given from the Grammar chapters.

Maths Completed the chapter Volume and Nets. Students came
to know about finding the volume of 3D shapes by
counting the number of unit cubes and to identify the nets
of different objects from the chapter. Students were
introduced to a new chapter Data Handling, wherein they
came to know about the bar graph and circle charts. They
did textual exercises related to this.

Science Students were introduced to a new chapter ‘ Work, force
and energy’. Types of energy and simple machines were
explained taking suitable examples.

Social Studies A new chapter, 'Agriculture of India’ was introduced.
Importance of agriculture, types of crops, different food
crops, cash crops, livestock rearing, dairy farming, fishery
etc were explained with the help of video and ppt. Children
were asked to form a table showing various food crops and
cash crops describing their major producing states, their
climate and uses.

Hindi छा�� ने "पहाड़ प�ुष" �ेरक -जीवनी को जाना , समझा उसका अ�यास �कया
एवं ��नो क� चचा� �कया। कम�ठता , सम�या समाधान , कत��य �न�ठा,
सादगी जसेै जीवनम�ूय� को जाना।

Sanskrit छ�ो ने सं�कृत वण� और �य�जनो के बारे मे जाना| और वण� �व�यास
,संय�ुत �य�जन के बारे मे जाना |और अ�यास काय� �कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ "મે�ો ની સફર" �ચ� પાઠ ની સમજ મેળવી , મે�ો ��ન ની

�ણકાર� મેળવી , તેની ઉપયપ�ગત તેમજ તેના ��ોની ચચા� કર� લેખન

ક�ુ�.

Computer In the chapter ‘Scratch’, Students came to know the



different ways of inserting new sprite and backdrop of the
stage.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with
“Self”.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the mashup of ‘Patriotic
songs’

Art and craft Students drew and filled the colours related to republic day
drawing.

Physical Education Students Performed some warm up exercises and dumbbell
exercises.

Grade 5

English The students learnt about the Grammar topic, ‘Past
Perfect Tense’ and the rules related to it. The textual
exercise was completed.

Maths Students learnt to draw 3-D objects in 2-D solid shapes and
their nets, rotational symmetry and reflection symmetry
from the chapter Shapes, Nets and Symmetry. Students
were introduced to a new chapter Data Handling, wherein
they came to know about circle graphs, bar graph,
pictograph and line graph.

Science Continuing the chapter ‘ Rocks and minerals’ . Types of
minerals, their properties and uses were explained to the
students.

Social Studies The chapter, ‘Temperate Grasslands’ was completed along
with discussion of questions and answers. A new chapter,
‘Desert Region’ was started in the class.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ '�भु तमु मेरे मन क� जानो' क�वता के ��नो�र� पर चचा�
क�।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ "ઋ�ચુ�" પાઠ ની સમજ મેળવી , ઋ�ઓુની �ણકાર� મેળવી

,ઋ�ઓુમાં ખવાતા ફળો, શાકભા� વગેર� ની �ણકાર� મેળવી તથા ��ોની

ચચા� કર� ,લેખન ક�ુ� .



Sanskrit छ�ो ने नया पाठ �ावणे आगते मे �ावण म�हने आते उ�सवो कर बारे मे
जाने |और अ�यास काय� �कया |और नया पाठ तरवः स�प�ुषाः मे पेड के
मह�व के बारे मे जाना और श�द सह भाषा�तर �कया |

Computer Students came to know the steps for jumping games from
scratch.

Art and craft Hand fan drawing was done in the class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with
“Self”.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the mashup of ‘Patriotic
songs’

Physical Education Students performed some warm up exercises up to the
bottom. Sitting yoga postures like padmasana, vajrasana,
manduka asana and Shashank aasan were practised.

Grade 6

English Completed the topic 'Kinds of Sentences’.The chapter
'Science Fiction or Science Facts’ was explained with
the discussion of question and answers. ‘Phrases and
Clauses’ were introduced, explained and accordingly
exercises were completed.

Maths Students were introduced to a new chapter ‘Fraction',
wherein they came to know about fractions on a number
line, types of fractions, equivalent fractions, simplest form
of fractions, comparison of fractions, addition and
subtraction of fraction. They did the different types of word
problems related to this.

Science The chapter Electricity and Circuit was introduced,
wherein they came to know about electricurrent and its
sources, electric circuit, electric bulb and torch, conductors
and insulators and safety precautions. The chapter was
completed with the discussion of textbook exercise.



Social Science A new chapter, ‘Urban Administration’ was started in
the class. Students learned about the ways in which a city
is administered.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ 'कौन गधा? 'हा�य कथा को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ "િવ� ��ુતક મેળો" પાઠની સમજ મેળવી , ��ુતકો �ું રો�જ�દા
�વનમાં મહ�વ , ��ુતક�ું વાચંન ક�ટ�ું જ�ર� છે? તેની �ણકાર� મેળવી

��ો ની ચચા� કર�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने नया पाठ �वमानयानं रचयाम के बारे म� समजा और जाना | और
श�द सह भाषांतर �कया और अ�यास काय� �कया |

Art and craft Makar sankranti drawing was done in the class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the mashup of ‘patriotic
songs’

Physical Education Students performed some warm up exercises up to the
bottom and exercises using a ball.

Grade 7

English The explanation of the chapters ‘A Helping Hand for
Children in Need’ and ‘Professor Shonku and the
Spook’ were done with the completion of question and
answers. A new topic in grammar, ‘Phrases’ was
introduced and Adjective phrases were done.

Maths Started a new chapter ‘Perimeter and Area’ . Students
were able to find the area and perimeter of square,
rectangle and triangle. They also learned the concept of
the area of triangles through activity.

Science The chapter, ‘ Electric Current and its Effects’ was
completed after discussion of the magnetic effects of
electric currents and working of an electric bell. The
textual exercise was also discussed with the students.

Social Science In the chapter, ‘Rulers and Buildings’ students learned



about the types of construction done by the kings during
the 7th to 13th century. They learned about the
significance of water and the importance of temples during
the 7th to 13th century.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ ' गुड गुड ब�चन 'को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ "�ણ શરતો" પાઠની સમજ મેળવી , પાઠમાથંી ચ�રુ��ુ� ,
તેમજ વાતા�લાપ લેખન �વી �ણકાર� �ા�ત કર� અને ��ો ની ચચા� કર�

અને લેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� को �व�याधनं पाठ का भाषांतर करके उसके बारे म� समजतुी द� और
अ�यास काय� करवाया| और �वधा का जीवन म� मह�व के बारे म� जाना |

Computer A new chapter, ‘Editing Images using GIMP’ was
introduced in the class wherein students came to know
about different components of GIMP interface.

Art and craft Makar sankranti drawing was done in the class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the mashup of ‘patriotic
songs

Physical Education Students performed some warm up exercises up to the
bottom and exercises using a ball.

Grade 8

English The chapters ‘Lost in Bermuda Triangle’ and ‘The
Dilemma’ were read and explained. The question-answers
were also completed.

Maths Continuing the chapter ‘simple interest and compound
interest’. Students solved the textual exercises to find
compound interest for yearly and half yearly.

Science -Biology Started a new chapter ‘ Conservation of plants and
animals’. The concept of biosphere, biodiversity ,
ecosystem were discussed with examples.



Social Science A new chapter, ‘Weavers, Iron smelters and factory
owners’ was started in the class. Students learned about
the weavers and the position of the Indian textile in the
European markets.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ ' कामचोर ' कहानी को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Sanskrit छा�� को ��तौ राजते भारत�वण�भ�ूम: मे भारताभ�ूम के बारे मे समजतुी द�
और उसका श�द  सह भाषा�तर �कया|

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ "��ુગર" પાઠની સમજ મેળવી ��ુગરની �ુિનયા , લાચાર�
�વા �વન��ૂયોની �ણકાર� મેળવી અને ��ોની ચચા� કર� લેખન ક�ુ�.

Computer A new chapter, ‘Movie editing with Openshot’ was
introduced in the class wherein Openshot IDE was
explained to the students.

Art and craft Makar sankranti drawing was done in the class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the mashup of ‘patriotic
songs

Physical Education Students performed some warm up exercises up to the
bottom and exercises using a ball.

Secondary Section

Grade 9

English Reading and explanation of the poem ‘The Snake
Trying’ was done. The chapter ‘Weathering the Storm
in Ersama' was explained with a video and the notes
were provided accordingly .

Maths Continuing the chapter ‘Circle’. Students solved the
textual exercises and constructed triangles for different
conditions.



Science - Chemistry Students were solving the extra practice work from the
chapter ‘ Structure of the atom’

Hindi संचयन:  �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ '�दये जल उठे 'को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Social Science -GEO Revision for the yearly exam started with the chapter,
‘Socialism in Europe and the Russian Revolution’.

Social Science - PS. Students enhance their knowledge in their ongoing
chapter ‘Working in Institute’, wherein they come to
know about the Indian parliament and political
executives.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.

Physical Education Students performed some stretching exercises and taught
them some steps of kickboxing.

Grade 10

English The chapter ‘The Proposal & The Sermon at Benares’
was explained with the help of videos and accordingly,
notes were provided.

Maths Completed Construction of tangents from outside point to
the circle. Revised the fundament of Circle and also did an
example of a circle chapter.

Science- Biology The concept of dominant trait, recessive trait, homo &
heterozygous alleles and monohybrid cross were explained
from the chapter ‘ Heredity and evolution’

Social Science-Geo The chapter, “Lifelines of the National Economy” was
completed with the explanation of topics- Communication
and International Trade.

Social Science- Eco. New chapter ‘Globalisations and the Indian Economy’
was introduced, wherein they came to know about the
MNCs and their working, Foreign trade and integration of
Market, Globalisation, WTO.



Hindi छा�� ने संचयन प�ुतक से पाठ - टोपी श�ुला पढ़ा व समझा।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with
“Self”.

Physical Education Information about handball ground's measurement, its rules
and regulation were given  to the students.


